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A B S T R A C T   

Human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) have advanced our ability to study 
the basic function of the heart and model cardiac diseases. Due to the complexities in stem cell culture and 
differentiation protocols, many researchers source their hiPSC-CMs from collaborators or commercial biobanks. 
Generally, the field has assumed the health of frozen cardiomyocytes is unchanged if the cells adhere to the 
substrate and commence beating. However, very few have investigated the effects of cryopreservation on hiPSC- 
CM’s functional and transcriptional health at the cellular and molecular level. Here we review methods and 
challenges associated with cryopreservation, and examine the effects of cryopreservation on the functionality 
(contractility and calcium handling) and transcriptome of hiPSC-CMs from six healthy stem cell lines. Utilizing 
protein patterning methods to template physiological cell aspect ratios (7:1, length:width) in conjunction with 
polyacrylamide (PA) hydrogels, we measured changes in force generation and calcium handling of single hiPSC- 
CMs. We observed that cryopreservation altered the functionality and transcriptome of hiPSC-CMs towards larger 
sizes and contractile force as assessed by increased spread area and volume, single cell traction force microscopy 
and delayed calcium dynamics. hiPSC-CMs are broadly used for basic science research, regenerative medicine, 
and testing biological therapeutics. This study informs the design of experiments utilizing hiPSC-CMs to avoid 
confounding functional changes due to cryopreservation with other treatments.   

1. Introduction 

The eukaryotic cell is a remarkable piece of biological machinery 
consisting of water and approximately 30 thousand genes expressing 
millions of proteins that facilitate the structure and function of the 
numerous tissues in the body [1,2]. Cells are highly dynamic, adaptive, 
and resilient; they can morph into various tissues during development, 
fight off the daily insult of exogenous invaders, and regenerate in 
response to injury. However, cells do have an “Achilles’ heel” – 

temperature. The ~3000 catalytically active proteins (enzymes) that 
perform and assist various functions of the cell are extremely sensitive to 
temperature fluctuations [3]. Enzyme kinetics demonstrate that when a 
system (cell) experiences high temperatures, the kinetic energy of the 
system is increased, allowing for enzymes and substrates to collide more 
often, ultimately increasing reaction rates (cellular function) [4,5]. 
However, mammalian cells experience modest temperature changes 
(~2–3 ◦C). High temperatures, above 42 ◦C, for extended periods of time 
have detrimental effects on the stability and function of proteins within 
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the cell [6]. Conversely, when cells experience low temperatures, the 
kinetic energy of the system is decreased, and the function of enzymes is 
slowed or “frozen” in time. This freezing can be beneficial if the system is 
able to make a full recovery after long periods of storage. This ability to 
suspend time has been a goal of biochemists for more than 75 years [7]. 
The importance of cryopreservation for stem cell research and applica-
tions has grown in the last decade as allogeneic cell transplantation and 
therapies become more common. The predominant challenges of cryo-
preservation reside in the delicate nature of the cell membrane as well as 
solute toxicity during ice crystal formation [7]. First, we review the 
advances and critical findings gathered throughout the last 75 years that 
enable efficient cryopreservation of cells. Then, we present a study de-
tailing the effects of cryopreservation on the contractility and calcium 
dynamics of the highly metabolic and functional human induced 
pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocyte (hiPSC-CM). 

1.1. The primary effects of freezing on mammalian cell health 

At low temperatures, the water contained in cells freezes into crys-
talline ice. Cells can experience physical damage due to intracellular and 
extracellular crystalline ice formation as well as a change in solute 
(specifically salt) concentration due to the decrease in liquid water and 
unchanged solute amount. In 1949, Polge et al. published a landmark 
paper describing the use of glycerol (10–20%) to successfully cryopre-
serve spermatozoa of roosters through the successful dehydration of 
intracellular water (osmoregulation) and preventing extracellular ice 
crystal formation utilizing glycerol’s vitrification properties [8]. In 
1953, Lovelock et al. provided further evidence that the most damaging 
aspect of cryopreservation was the amount of time cells endured toxic 
solute concentrations [9]. Today, we attribute the success of glycerol as 
a cryoprotectant to the following three characteristics: (1) solubility in 
water at low temperatures, (2) low cellular toxicity, and (3) cell mem-
brane penetrability. Cryoprotective agents (CPAs) are classified as 
compounds that work to alter freezing behavior by affecting the rate of 
water transport, nucleation, and ice crystal growth. The most commonly 
used CPAs for mammalian cell culture are dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 
propylene glycol, and glycerol [10–12]. 

1.2. The importance of cryoprotective agents and cell density during 
cryopreservation 

Vitrification solutions, also known as CPAs, are reagents used to 
reach sub-glass transition temperatures without the formation of ice 
intra- or extracellularly [13]. Vitrification solutions were hypothesized 
to be cryoprotectant agents as early as 1937 [14]. However, this was not 
demonstrated until Lovelock utilized glycerol, a vitrification solution, to 
prevent the formation of intracellular ice crystals when cryopreserving 
mammalian blood cells [9]. In addition to CPAs, cell densities have been 
hypothesized to affect the viability of cells after cryopreservation. Nei 
reported decreased cell viability as the density of red blood cells 
increased when cryopreserving [15]. Cell packing has been discussed 
widely in the context of non-nucleated cells such as red blood cells and is 
believed to have detrimental effects on cryopreservation viability 
[16–19]. In a related study that froze nucleated cells, Loecker also 
observed that viability of recovered rat hepatocytes similarly decreased 
at high cell densities [20]. 

1.3. The effect of freeze rate and thaw rate on viability 

The cell membrane is an organelle surrounding the cytoplasm of the 
cell that facilitates the transfer of many compounds in and out of the cell. 
This homeostatic transaction adds to the complexity of cryopreservation 
as equilibrium is altered at lower temperatures. As the water in the 
external medium freezes, the differential vapor pressure becomes lower 
than the intracellular vapor pressure of the cell [21]. The resulting vapor 
pressure drives water out of the cell. If controlled, the cells can be 

manipulated into expelling intracellular water during cryopreservation, 
decreasing the probability of ice crystal formation. Certain velocities 
have been tested in yeast [22], plant cells [23], and liver cells [24]; 
however, a quantitative relationship between freeze rate and water loss 
remained unknown until the early 1960s, when Mazur confirmed the 
importance of freezing rate and provided a quantitative expression 
relating both cooling velocities and water loss [18,25–27]. His results 
indicated that a cooling rate of 1 degree Celsius was optimal for the 
dehydration of average-sized mammalian cells (10–40 μm) [25]. In 
addition, Mazur’s “Two-Factor Hypothesis” was used to describe the 
relationships between survival and cooling rates when influenced by 
lethal intracellular ice that is present at high cooling rates as well as 
solution toxicity present at suboptimal slow cooling rates. His hypoth-
esis suggests that cells cooled at slow rates suffer from uncontrolled 
solute concentration and cells cooled at fast rates suffer from ice crystal 
formation and subsequent recrystallization during warming [28,29]. He 
asserted that the conditions in which both of these “deleterious effects 
are minimal” are best for cell survival [28]. In addition to optimal 
cooling rates, fast thawing rates are necessary to prevent recrystalliza-
tion of ice crystals upon warming. If the thawing rate is slow, the crys-
tallization of the water molecules can resume because the system has not 
reached the melting point of water [30]. Today, this knowledge is 
implemented in the gold standard technique for cryopreservation: slow 
freezing rate in conjunction with fast thawing rate yields the best cell 
survival. 

1.4. Importance of cryopreservation in clinical and research 

The process of cryopreservation has many implications in regener-
ative medicine and cellular therapies: (1) it allows for ease of transport 
of cells and tissues between medical facilities, (2) enables long-term 
storage for extensive quality control to be performed, and (3) provides 
a means of storing mesenchymal and pluripotent stem cells for bioen-
gineering and regenerative medicine applications [11,31,32]. In basic 
research, cryopreservation is just as important. Increased collaborative 
efforts and multidisciplinary studies have proven to accelerate scientific 
productivity [33–35]. However, tissue culture, specifically stem cells 
and stem cell derivation, is expensive and not easily adopted in practice. 
Cryopreservation enables laboratories without cell culturing capabilities 
to participate in basic and regenerative medicine research. Additionally, 
cryopreservation enables greater control for scheduling experiments 
and/or performing parallel studies on different campuses with higher 
accuracy and replicability (age/treatment of cells). 

1.5. Benefits of xeno-free cell cultures 

The use of serum-based cryopreservation medias, specifically 90% 
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 10% DMSO, have been traditionally used 
in many fields to cryopreserve various cell types [36–39]. To realize the 
potential for cellular therapies in patients, xeno-free cellular products 
seek to avoid introducing cross species contamination and use of animal 
(non-human)- based reagents. Today, many companies provide xeno- 
free cryopreservation media options, and their use is becoming more 
common. Thus, in this study we tested the cryopreservation capacity of 
three commercially available, xeno-free cryopreservation media and 
characterize the functional and transcriptomic health of hiPSC-CMs after 
cryopreservation. 

1.6. Significance of studying the effects of cryopreservation on human 
induced pluripotent stem cell derived cardiomyocytes 

Despite the advances made in prevention and treatment, cardiovas-
cular diseases (CVDs) remain the leading cause of death worldwide [40]. 
In addition, CVDs are some of the costliest chronic diseases to treat [41]. 
However, research of basic mechanisms of CVD has been impeded by 
differences in human and animal-model cardiac physiology, a lack of 
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suitable human cardiomyocyte models, and the limitations of scarce 
primary cardiomyocytes which do not maintain their phenotype in vitro. 
As a terminally differentiated cell type, cardiomyocytes cannot be 
directly expanded or propagated. Therefore, it is essential to advance 
our models of cardiovascular diseases to develop better treatments for 
patients. Modeling cardiovascular diseases, screening for drug toxicities, 
and understanding heart developmental processes remain persistent 
challenges to the cardiovascular community due to their requirements of 
large quantities of well-characterized and highly uniform populations of 
human cardiomyocytes [42]. Although great strides have been made 
using animal models, there are key aspects of human cardiovascular 
physiology that these models fail to recapitulate. Human induced 
pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC) technology has provided a means of 
studying the basic function of various human tissues as well as modeling 
numerous pathological diseases, providing a valuable supplement to 
animal studies. hiPSC technology has been particularly important to the 
cardiovascular field by addressing the lack of reliable human car-
diomyocyte sources, as well as our inability to culture primary human 
cardiomyocytes in vitro for longer than two weeks [43]. Directed dif-
ferentiation protocols have further advanced our ability to produce high 
purity populations of human cardiomyocytes from hiPSCs and provided 
the field a means of conducting basic and translational cardiovascular 
research in a human model. 

Due to the complexities and expense of stem cell culture reagents, 
many have opted to purchase frozen hiPSC-CMs from distributors or to 
obtain frozen hiPSC-CMs from collaborative sources. Prior work has 
demonstrated the successful cryopreservation and recovery of hiPSC- 
CMs by metrics of re-adhering and continual functionality, but many 
studies ignore the potential effects of cryopreservation on the more 
detailed aspects of functionality like contractile and calcium dynamics 
[44,45]. Some recent work has explored the molecular and functional 
health of cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs and described cryopreservation as 
non-detrimental, while others have described changes in electrophysi-
ology and calcium dynamics upon drug treatment due to cryopreser-
vation [44,45]. These studies utilized serum-based cryopreservation 
protocols and may not reflect the changes seen using xeno-free based 
methods of cryopreservation. Our study provides further insight to the 
effects of xeno-free cryopreservation on the functionality of hiPSC-CMs. 
Here, we compare three xeno-free, commercially available cry-
opreservatives on viability of hiPSC-CMs from diverse (sex and race) 
healthy stem cell lines. Furthermore, we examine the effects of cryo-
preservation on force generation and calcium dynamics. 

Our investigation of the effects of cryopreservation on the functional 
health of hiPSC-CMs was motivated by a collaborative project assessing 
the effects of microgravity on drug responses using engineered heart 
tissues (UG3TR002588-02). The team consisted of three groups: Stan-
ford University, University California Santa Barbara and BioServe Space 
Technologies. The study utilized hiPSCs from 6 healthy patient donors, 
which were expanded, differentiated into cardiomyocytes, and cast into 
engineered heart tissues. This study would not have been possible 
without the cryopreservation of cell stocks to synchronize the assembly 
of multiple batches of tissues comprised of multiple cell types from 
multiple cell lines. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Maintenance of hiPSC cell lines 

Induced pluripotent stem cell lines 15, 142, 480, 477, 854, and 951 
were obtained from the Stanford Cardiovascular Institute (SCVI) Bio-
bank. Characterization information, provided by the Stanford Cardio-
vascular Institute (SCVI) Biobank depicted no karyotypic abnormalities. 
All cell lines were propagated on Matrigel coated plates using feeder-free 
culture conditions (Essential 8) in standard environments consisting of 
5% carbon dioxide at 37 ◦C. Media was changed daily and cells were 
passaged when cells became 80% confluent using EDTA. 

2.2. Cell counting (viability) and cryopreservation 

Cardiomyocytes were stained with Trypan Blue (1:2 dilution) and 
counted using a hemocytometer. Five quadrants were counted, and to-
tals averaged. Prior to cryopreservation, one million cells were centri-
fuged (300g) for 3 min and the supernatant was removed. Pelleted 
cardiomyocytes were then resuspended in one of the three cryopreser-
vation media, CryoStor (CS10), BamBanker, and CellBanker (1 mL). The 
cell suspension was then transferred to a cryovial and placed in a Mr. 
Frosty® freezing container in a − 80 ◦C freezer overnight. Vials were 
transferred into liquid nitrogen storage (Thermo Scientific CryoPlus) the 
following day. Viability of fresh and cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs was 
assessed by Trypan Blue exclusion principle and measuring cellular 
metabolism with Alamar Blue reagent (ThermoFisher). 

2.3. RNA extraction and quantitative qPCR 

RNA extractions were performed using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) 
according to manufacturer’s instructions. For each hiPSC or hiPSC-CMs 
sample, a total of 300 ng of RNA was extracted and purified. Reverse 
transcription was performed using High-Capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
Quantitative qPCR was performed using the HotStart-IT SYBR Green 
qPCR kit from Applied Biosystems (A25742). Two technical and three 
biological replicate experiments were performed for each gene and 
sample. Technical replicate cycle threshold (Ct) values were averaged 
(average Ct) then further normalized to glycerol phosphate dehydro-
genase (GAPDH) (ΔCt). ΔCt values were then normalized to the sample 
group of comparison (non-cryopreserved “Fresh” for this study) (ΔΔCt). 
Final values were calculated as fold changes (2^(-ΔΔCt)). 

2.4. Traction force microscopy 

Traction force microscopy was performed as described previously 
[46]. Polyacrylamide gels (10 kPa) with embedded fluorescent beads 
(FluoSphere™ Carboxylate-Modified Microspheres, 0.5 μm, red fluo-
rescent 580/605) were patterned using the lift-off method described 
previously [47]. Matrigel was diluted 1:10 in DMEM F12 medium and 
incubated for an hour after “lift-off” passivation. Final Matrigel protein 
islands were 1500 μm2 in area with a 7:1 aspect ratio. Acquisitions of 
single micropatterned hiPSC-CMs cultured on polyacrylamide hydrogels 
for 2 days were analyzed to extract traction stresses. Acquisitions were 
recorded with a Zeiss Axio Observer 7 inverted microscope, high speed/ 
resolution camera (Photometrics Prime 95b) and a long working dis-
tance 40× objective (Plan Apochromat, 0.95 NA). 20 s videos were ac-
quired in both bright field and the red fluorescent channel, with a frame 
rate of 47.5 frames/s. For each acquisition, the average displacement of 
the imaged fluorescent microbeads with time (i.e., velocity) and accel-
eration of this movement were quantified. Contractile force dipoles were 
integrated from traction stresses as described previously [46]. 

2.5. Cell area and volume determination 

The cell area was measured from images of patterned hiPSC-CMs 
acquired during Traction Force Microscopy. The cell border was detec-
ted and cell area was measured using a custom segmentation script 
embedded in the previously published Traction Force Microscopy code 
[46]. The cell volume was measured using a coulter counter as previ-
ously described [48]. 

2.6. Single-cell Ca2+ transient imaging 

Enzymatic dissociated (TrypLE™ Express, for 10 min) hiPSC-CMs 
(Day 27) were re-seeded on tissue culture plastic at a sparse density 
and cultured for an additional three days. Ca2+ imaging commenced by 
creating a working solution (4 μM) of calcium dye Rhod-4 (Quest, 
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21,121), adding the solution to the cells’ media, and incubating for 30 
min at 37 ◦C. Cells were then washed with PBS (-calcium) three times 
and Tyrode’s solution was added. Ca2+ imaging was recorded with a 
Zeiss Axio Observer 7 inverted microscope with a frame rate of 25.9 
frames per second. Ca2+ transients were recorded with a high speed/ 
resolution camera (Photometrics Prime 95b) and a long working dis-
tance 40× objective (Plan Apochromat, 0.95 NA). Regions of interest of 
individual cells and background were drawn manually in Fiji, and traces 
were analyzed using a custom code in MATLAB (available on GitHub: htt 
ps://github.com/MicrosystemsLab/Calcium-Analysis). Cells with cal-
cium oscillations outside the range of 0.5 and 1.5 Hz were discarded. 
Statistical analysis was performed using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum 
test. 

2.7. Statistics 

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and re-
gressions are reported with means + coefficients when appropriate. For 
traction force microscopy data, statistical significance was determined 
using t-tests and Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Tests. P-values with sig-
nificance at P < 0.05 are designated with (*), P < 0.005 are designated 

with (**), P < 0.0005 are designated with (***). All assumptions were 
checked by plotting residuals and exponential relationships were log- 
transformed to achieve normality. T-tests, F-tests, and Wilcoxon tests 
were used as dictated by tests of normalcy and linearity of the data, and 
reported accordingly. Statistical analysis was performed using Rstudio 
(v1.1.463) [58] and visualized using ggplot2 (v3.3.5) [59] and ggpat-
tern (v0.4.2) [60]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Xeno-free cardiomyocyte directed differentiation and 
cryopreservation procedure 

We first tested the three most commonly cited xeno-free cryopres-
ervation media, specifically for the cryopreservation of hiPSC-CMs, to 
identify any differences in cell viability and to choose the most effective 
medium for the remainder of the study. Six healthy control hiPSCs lines 
were differentiated using the directed cardiomyocyte differentiation 
protocol previously described (Fig. 1A, Supplement 1A) [49]. Following 
directed differentiation, one million hiPSC-CMs were cryopreserved at 
day 15 (from the start of differentiation) in one of the three xeno-free 

Fig. 1. Viability of cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs. 
(A) Illustration of the directed differentiation protocol previously published by Lian et al [49]. (B) Schematic of the cryopreservation workflow for equal comparison 
of fresh versus frozen cells. (C) Viability of hiPSC-CMs directly out of thaw (% of original 1 million cells frozen, ) and after hiPSC-CM replating (% live vs dead, ). 
Cell line variability statistical analysis can be found in supplement information. 
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cryopreservation media, CryoStor (CS10), BamBanker, and CellBanker 
(Fig. 1B, Supplement material: A detailed protocol for cryopreserva-
tion). hiPSC-CM viability was assessed by Trypan Blue exclusion prin-
ciple immediately after thawing, post-cryopreservation (thaw viability) 
and once more after hiPSC-CMs were replated and cultured for an 
additional 2 days (replate viability). To maintain healthy seeding den-
sities, 200,000 cardiomyocytes were replated into a single well of a 12- 
well dish. 

Testing viability after thawing and replating allowed for the sepa-
ration of the effects brought on by cryopreservation vs replating effi-
ciency on cell viability. The cryopreservation process accounted for the 
majority of cell loss, attributing to ~30–60% of cell death. This per-
centage accounts for cells that have died during the cryopreservation 
process, calculated by taking the live cell percentage of the initial one 
million live cells frozen (represented by in Fig. 1C). To account for 
cell loss due to poor adhesion or prolonged effects by cryopreservation 
we assessed replating viability of cells two days post cryopreservation. 
Replating contributed to ~10–15% of cell death, calculated by the 
percentage of live cells remaining after two days of additional culture 
(Fig. 1C, Supplement Fig. 1B–C). Thaw, plating and total viability of 
tested cryoprotectants had no significant differences (ANOVA: p = 0.93, 
p = 0.54, p = 0.38, respectively). We further assessed replate viability 
through cellular metabolism. We observed a moderate decrease in 
metabolism of cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs compared to fresh controls, 
congruent with the replating viability (average = 82%, with significant 

differences between select cell lines, Supplement Fig. 1F).The remaining 
hiPSC-CMs available for follow-up assays were <50% of the initial 
cryopreserved concentration. Variability between cell lines was 
observed in both thaw viability, replating viability and cellular meta-
bolism post thaw (Fig. 1C, Supplement Fig. 1B–C, extensive statistics 
found in Supplement Information 1). We also tested cell densities of 1 
and 3 million cells per milliliter and saw no differences in thaw viability 
(Supplement Fig. 1D). Ultimately, we chose BamBanker, the more 
available and economical, xeno-free cryopreservative for the remainder 
of the study. 

3.2. Cryopreservation selects for larger hiPSC-CMs 

An experimental workflow was devised to compare day 30 hiPSC- 
CMs from the same cell line, cell passage number, and differentiation 
batch to ensure the differences observed were attributed by cryopres-
ervation only (Supplemental Fig. 1E). Day 15 hiPSC-CMs (derived from 
three of the healthy hiPSC lines) were replated in confluent monolayers 
after cryopreservation. Initial microscopy observation showed no 
obvious morphological difference between fresh and cryopreserved 
hiPSC-CMs. As expected, we observed increased cell death in the cry-
opreserved group. When hiPSC-CMs reached day 28, single cells were 
seeded and cultured for an additional 2 days on micropatterned poly-
acrylamide gels recapitulating physiological healthy stiffness [50]. Prior 
to attaining traction force microscopy measurements, bright field 

Fig. 2. Cryopreservation selects for larger hiPSC-CMs. 
(A) Combined and individualized violin plots depicting an increase in spread area of fresh and cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs. Combined fresh n = 293 frozen n = 280 
over three independent experiments. (B) Immunohistochemistry of fresh and cryopreserved single patterned hiPSC-CMs stained for cardiac troponin and nuclear 
indicator (DAPI) showing the gross change in spread area while maintaining healthy sarcomeric alignment. (C) Representative histogram showing a shift in cell 
volume of cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs. (D) Quantification of changes in cell volume of fresh and cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs for each individual hiPSC-CM line. 
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images were acquired, and hiPSC-CM spread area was calculated. Re-
sults showed an increase in spread area of cells previously cryopreserved 
compared to their fresh counterpart in all lines pooled (fresh: 728.09 ±
329.4 μm2, frozen: 847.85 ± 323.9 μm2, p = 1.4E-5) (Fig. 2A–B). The 
increase in area is attributed to an increase in length with no significance 
in width (fresh: 63.2 ± 19.4 μm, frozen: 72.2 ± 19.6 μm, p = 6.0E-8). 
The increase in length and not width results in an increased aspect ratio, 
which has been previously shown to increase force output (fresh: 4.4 ±
1.6 μm, frozen: 4.9 ± 1.5 μm, p = 0.0005) [45]. To test that these size 
differences are not a result of changes in adhesion properties, we further 
analyzed cell volume using a Beckman Multisizer Coulter Counter. The 
increases in cell volume are consistent with the observed increase in cell 
spread area. Fig. 2C illustrates a representative population shift showing 
an increase in cell volume of hiPSC-CMs cryopreserved compared to 
their fresh counterpart. 

3.3. Cryopreservation stresses do not impact gene expression in hiPSC- 
CMs 

To further examine the effects of cryopreservation on hiPSC-CMs, we 
analyzed gene expression. qPCR results showed enhanced levels of well- 
known functional genes SERCA2A, RYR2, and TNNI (ratio of isoform 3 
compared to isoform 1), depicting a correlation between gene expres-
sion and function such as contractility and calcium handling (Fig. 3A) 
[51–53]. Additional genes were analyzed to test whether cryopreser-
vation of hiPSC-CMs select for atrial and ventricular subpopulations 
[54]. qPCR analysis of atrial gene NR2F2 and ventricular genes MYL-2 
and IRX4, did not show cardiac subpopulation enrichment 

(Supplemental Fig. 1F). 

3.4. Patterned single cell hiPSC-CMs show rapid functional recovery after 
cryopreservation 

We assessed changes in force generation and contractile dynamics to 
test whether cryopreservation selected for hiPSC-CMs with higher 
fitness as evidenced by functional differences [50,55]. We took traction 
force microscopy (TFM) measurements on cryopreserved and fresh day 
30 frozen single-cell hiPSC-CMs using the previously described method 
[50]. Total force production of cryopreserved single cell hiPSC-CMs was 
observed to be increased (fresh: 44.52 ± 46.7 nN, frozen: 65.03 ± 69.2 
nN, p = 3.5E-5) (Fig. 3B). To ensure changes in force were independent 
of changes in size, we performed a Chi-Squared Goodness of Fit Test to 
compare a regression of Force = Area vs Force = Freezing Condition +
Area on the pooled data (X2 (1, N = 570) = 9.5, p = 0.002) (Supplement 
Fig. 2A). Further inspection of alterations showed an increase in cry-
opreserved contractile dynamics, specifically contraction velocity and 
relaxation velocity (contraction velocity fresh: 453.7 ± 323.4 nm/s 
frozen: 663 ± 536.7 nm/s, p = 2.2E-8. Relaxation velocity fresh: 
− 351.45 ± 313.8 nm/s frozen: − 476.0 ± 506.0 nm/s, p = 0.0004) 
(Fig. 3C-D). To ensure these results were robust and not due to the 
variability seen between differentiation batches, TFM was performed on 
three differentiation batches for each of the healthy hiPSC-CM lines 
(experimental “n” can be found in Supplemental Fig. 2B). In addition to 
altered contractile dynamics, calcium handling properties can also help 
characterize function in hiPSC-CMs [56]. Thus, we assessed changes to 
calcium dynamics using calcium indicator Rhod-4. In cryopreserved 

Fig. 3. Cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs have a transcriptomic profile and contractile function characteristic of larger, more fit cardiomyocytes. 
(A) qPCR results showing increased relative gene expression of genes associated with function in the two tested hiPSC-CM lines. Traction force microscopy: (B) 
Combined and individualized violin plots depicting increased total force of cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs. (C) Combined and individualized violin plots depicting 
increased contraction velocity of cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs. (D) Combined and individualized violin plots showing changes in relaxation velocity of cryopreserved 
hiPSC-CMs for one of the lines. Combined fresh n = 293 frozen n = 280 over three independent experiments (analyzed from the same cell population in Fig. 2 used to 
measure changes in size). 
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hiPSC-CMs fall times and TD50 increased significantly after cryopres-
ervation. While relative amplitude (F/F0) trended upward, it did not 
change significantly between fresh and cryopreserved (fall times fresh: 
0.43 s ± 0.009 frozen: 0.52 s ± 0.009, p = 1.153E-10. TD50 fresh: 0.39 s 
± 0.009 frozen: 0.41 s ± 0.009, p = 0.0009978). These changes are 
consistent with the increased size and contractile function of cry-
opreserved hiPSC-CMs [50,55] (Fig. 4). 

4. Discussion 

Cryopreservation has been shown to be a successful strategy for 
preserving biological material without extensive alterations in the 
transcriptome or functionality of the cell. These cryopreservation 
methods utilize specific properties of CPAs to eliminate harmful crys-
talline ice formation or excessive endogenous solute concentrations. 
Many cryopreservation protocols supplement CPAs with serum-based 
products, with serum taking a large percentage of final composition 
(up to 50–90%). Serum provides a nutrient rich environment to ensure 
high survival rate of the biological material. Though the combination of 
CPAs and sera are highly efficient and allow for high survival rate, the 
advent of cell and tissue therapies has encouraged the use of xeno-free 
products by translational research labs. In addition, serums are 
animal-derived materials with batch-to-batch differences that could lead 
to an increase in cell variability. Here we investigated and compared 
hiPSC-CMs cryopreserved in three of the top cited, commercially 
available, xeno-free cryopreservation media for hiPSC-CMs (CryoStor 
CS10, BamBanker, Cell Banker) and saw no significant differences 
overall in viability (cell survival). We did, however, observe differences 
in viability amongst our healthy hiPSC lines. These differences could be 
related to hiPSC population heterogeneity within different passages or 
across line origins. In addition, both intrinsic and extrinsic factors 
throughout the differentiation process have been described to play a role 

in the heterogeneity of hiPSC-CMs (i.e. size, function, and tran-
scriptome) [57]. Previous publications report the cryopreservation of 
hiPSC-CMs as being non-detrimental to hiPSC-CM function [44]. How-
ever, these studies utilize serum-based cryopreservation protocols which 
may disguise alterations in functional characteristics, such as contrac-
tility and calcium dynamics. Here we examined the alterations in both 
the contractile and calcium handling properties of xeno-free cry-
opreserved hiPSC-CMs. Collectively, we observed increased force pro-
duction, enhanced contractile dynamics, and delayed calcium transients 
in cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs. Additionally, we observed larger hiPSCs- 
CMs after xeno-free cryopreservation which coincided with higher 
functional fitness also consistent with the upregulation of genes SER-
CA2A and RYR2. The increase in size and function of hiPSC-CMs may 
result from the rapid recovery of healthier cardiomyocytes against 
cryopreservation stressors. Though we only assessed morphological, 
functional and transcriptomic changes at a single time point, D(30), it is 
important to consider recovery as a function of time [44]. These results 
provide insight to the fields of regenerative medicine to inform the 
design of experiments utilizing cryopreserved hiPSC-CMs and avoid 
confounding functional changes due to cryopreservation with other 
treatments. 
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